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 DIY, Dammit!
A Practical Guide to Curse-Free Crafting
by Joselyn Hughes

ISBN: 9780062371461
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins
Pub. Date: 2015-11-03
Pages: 272
Price: $29.99

Doing it yourself always seems so simple. Only 3 steps! Just 5 supplies! Less than 30 minutes! Yeah right.
The truth is, craftin' ain't easy. But it also doesn't have to be an exasperating lesson in your own clumsiness.
Joselyn Hughes knows the struggle. She's lived it. And now, with DIY, Dammit!, she offers up foolproof craftables that deliver maximum cute with minimal
effort. There are easy-to-follow instructions and realistic shortcuts--because waiting for paint to dry is as boring as...well, you know.
With Joselyn by your side you'll laugh, learn, and end up with handcrafted creations that will impress your friends, family, and strangers you accost on the
street. She's already made all the mistakes, so you don't have to. What are you waiting for? DIY, Dammit!

 Do It Yourself
50 Projects by Designers and Artists
by Thomas Barnthaler

ISBN: 9780714870199
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Phaidon Press
Pub. Date: 2015-09-14
Pages: 224
Price: $35.00

50 of the world's most exciting designers and visionary artists have devised simple objects that anyone can make at home.
  Do It Yourself collects 50 simple, beautiful projects by the world's best designers and artists. From lamps and tables to toys and chairs, all items can be
constructed using basic tools and everyday items, making designer classics from the everyday.  Each project is illustrated with full color photographs of the
finished piece and all tools and materials required to make it, in addition to hand-drawn illustrations for the step-by-step instructions. Text for each object
describes the design concept and gives a bio for the designer plus the price of materials and time to complete.
The book features designers and artists from all over the globe and from a variety of disciplines, including Konstantin Grcic, Rafael Horzon, Hella Jongerius,
Sarah Sze, and Ai Weiwei.
This book offers readers affordable access to world-class design - as well as hours of fun - and will inspire young designers for years to come.

 Knitting Pearls
Writers Writing About Knitting
by Ann Hood

ISBN: 9780393246087
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: WW Norton
Pub. Date: 2015-11-10
Pages: 272
Price: $33.95

In Knitting Pearls, two dozen writers write about the transformative and healing powers of knitting. Lily King remembers the year her family lived in Italy,
and a knitted hat that helped her daughter adjust to her new home. Laura Lippman explores how converting to Judaism changed not only Christmas but also
her mother's gift of a knitted stocking. Jodi Picoult remembers her grandmother and how through knitting she felt that everlasting love. And Bill Roorbach
remembers his freshman year in college when knitting soothed his broken heart and helped him fall in love again. Other contributors include Steve Almond,
Ann Leary, Christina Baker Kline, Lee Woodruff, and knitting rock stars Jared Flood of Brooklyn Tweed and the Yarn Whisperer, Clara Parks. With knitting
patterns from renowned stores such as Purl Soho, Hill Country Weavers, and Churchmouse Yarns, Knitting Pearls is by turns delightful and heartbreaking,
joyous and wise. These personal stories by award-winning writers celebrate the moments of loss and love intertwined in the rhythm, ritual, and pleasure of
knitting.
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